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TO: St. Louis Area Residents

FROM: Frank Bommarito

RE: Coming to America

The big question is; Why do people flee their own countries to come to America?  

The answer is and always was, FREEDOM.  

But isn’t it time for people who want to come to America to understand that 

freedom comes with rules, regulations and a price that is enforceable?  

We all know that our government has ignored illegal immigration for over forty 

years.  We also know it’s very unpopular to talk about rules, regulations and a 

price concerning illegal immigration.

Unfortunately, we now know that our two-party system no longer works toward 

solving problems that are unpopular, like immigration. 

Isn’t it time for American voters and taxpayers to demand that our political 

parties, and their leaders, work together to find a program with a timeline 

designed to legalize worthy immigrants who are already here?  That would 

include people who take the responsibility to live by our laws, rules and 

regulations plus pay taxes and complete the set timeline that earns the right to be 

legal.  Next, we must improve our outdated program for those who seek to enter 

our country legally.  Third, we must finally stop illegals from entering the country 

and stop all the problems that go with that situation, like drugs, crime and cost to 

our economy.

This American taxpayer and voter is aware there are many illegals who are now 

an asset to our country and is hopeful a path for legality is possible, very soon. 

My car salesman outline of solutions is probably not perfect, but the immigration 

problem, when properly fixed, will then be counted as an American asset. 

At all Bommarito Automotive Group locations, your purchasing power has never 

been stronger during our 2017 model year closeout sale. 

We’re in your neighborhood.

Where price sells cars.

Bommarito for all your Sales-Service-Parts and Collision Repair

Sincerely, 

Frank J. Bommarito

Frank J. Bommarito

CEO & Founder

Bommarito Automotive Group

Bommarito.com
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